Faustʼs Potions
Introducing: Faustʼs Essential Travel
Kit
Designed specifically to ease the effects of an eveningʼs
overindulgence, the two potions - ʻAsleepʼ and ʻAwakeʼ - can be taken post-party and the
morning after respectively, and were selected as Harperʼs Bazaar 2011 ʻFestival Beauty
Product of the Yearʼ. However, the fact that flightiness-of-foot seems to be a common
characteristic of our bon-vivant customers has led to an important discovery - Faustʼs
Potions do wonders for jet lag!
The elixirs are restorative blends of vitamins, herbal remedies and nutritional supplements,
pleasant tasting yet containing no added sugar or artificial flavouring. Honey, electrolytes,
5HTP, B-vitamins, Green Tea, Guarana, Ginseng and the ʻwonder-compoundʼ N-Acetyl
Cysteine are just some of their more magical ingredients. They are literally full to bursting
with antioxidants. An Asleep Potion on boarding and an Awake Potion on landing, however
long the journey, will ensure the traveller a restorative nap, alertness on arrival, and
provide vital protection from the increased free radicals we expose ourselves to whilst
flying.
Faust's Revitalising Face Spray is made of 100%
bulgarian rosewater and is a deliciously refreshing
way to combat the dryness of a long haul flight. As
well as nourishing the skin, rose has been proven to
lower the concentration of cortisol (a stress hormone)
in the blood, so the Face Spray can be a reassuring
item for nervous flyers.
Joined by a sumptuously soft black silk eye mask
and earplugs, and slipped snuggly into an elegant
calf leather purse, Faustʼs Essential Travel Kit creates the luxurious feeling of a first class
flight, wherever in the plane youʼre seated!
Founder Nina Faust says: “Our Potions were created as an effective natural health
supplement for bon-viveurs, workaholics and jet-setters who are far too busy to take the
foot off the pedal whether theyʼre working or having fun.” The Travel Pack does allow (in
fact, helps) our customers to take the foot off the pedal, but just for a moment - just long
enough to ensure full throttle acceleration on arrival!
Buy Faustʼs Essential Travel Kit £35.00 from www.faustspotions.com
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